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The practice of Archery in the Bronze Age and early Iron Age as it survives to us
in the archaeological record is difficult of interpretation owing to the low survival
value of most archery equipment—the one relic of fairly high survival value being
the arrow-head, of flint, bronze or iron. This paper deals with a topic little touched
upon previously, and, setting aside the tradition of stone arrow-head manufacture
(which persisted well into the Bronze Age in various parts of Europe) essays a
treatment of the evidence for the manufacture and use of metal arrow-heads. These
will be divided into three types, tanged, socketed and spurred—a threefold
division which will appear to be significant not only from the purely typological
point of view, but also in the more general context of prehistory.

A catalogue of all finds known to the writer in 1967 will be found at the end of
the paper. While this catalogue makes no claim to be complete, it is representative
enough to serve as a firm basis, and although further research may bring more
examples to light, it will probably not reveal any major new concentrations of
metal arrow-heads within Europe (at any rate within the framework of existing
knowledge).

The catalogue number assigned to each arrow-head or group of arrow-heads is
also the number of reference in the text, and of the position of the arrow-head on
the appropriate distribution map.

B A C K G R O U N D

Before Clark's paper of 1963 the volume of collated information about Archery
in the Bronze Age, and more particularly bronze arrow-heads in Europe, was
virtually non-existent. Two accounts however deserve attention. Du Noyer in
1850 suggested that a typological scheme similar to that which he had applied to
his study of prehistoric axes could also be applied to arrow-heads. He therefore
took as his starting point the basic sequence at which he had arrived with reference
to axes—that, firstly, the bronze types were directly related to their stone pre-
decessors. Upon this basis he attempted a closer comparison with axes by dividing
the arrow-heads he illustrates into 5 classes and comparing these classes (in which
there is the implication of chronological sequence) with the development of axes.
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THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY

First one sees the plain leaf-shaped tanged arrow-head with the shaft split to
receive it—much as in the early bronze age flat-axe, with the similar disadvantage
of the shaft being liable to split on impact. The development of a stop-ridge or
swelling on the tang to prevent this splitting taking place is the next stage in
Du Noyer's series, just as he saw the development of the stop-ridge on the pal-
stave. Lastly he saw the appearance of the fully socketed arrow-head cognate with
the emergence of the equivalent type of axe-head. The socket slowly becomes
shorter and more effective and finally we see the development of the loops found
on Irish javelin-heads (which Du Noyer considered to be arrow-heads) comparable
with looped axes.

Tidy and ingenious as this scheme undoubtedly was, it was, however, attempted
at a period when the techniques and limitations of typology as a method were
little understood, and Du Noyer's results, though with an historical interest,
bear little relationship with what we now think to be reality. The arrow-heads
he selected as his type-examples are widely separated in time and space and their
typological relationship can have little significance archaeologically.

The second work devoted to bronze arrow-heads is that by Le"on Coutil pub-
lished in 1912. This paper is one of a series of studies, in the encyclopaedic tradi-
tion of French scholarship, carried out by Coutil upon the whole range of bronze
implements encountered in France, but after presenting a basis of 43 different
arrow-heads—all stray finds—he does not proceed to analyse their distribution
typology or associations in any way.

It is therefore with very little background of previous enquiry that we enter
upon our consideration of the importance of the metal arrow-head in Bronze
Age Europe. Yet there are more limiting factors that we must consider carefully
before entering on our discussion—some of which have already been emphasized
by Kleeman (1954).

First, the arrow-head of bronze, when compared with the swords, daggers and
brooches with which it is commonly found is not an unduly glamorous object,
and it is one which has often received scant attention in archaeological reports.
Second, the metal arrow-head is very small and therefore corrodes away or becomes
unrecognizable comparatively easily—many examples are barely recognizable
as they have come down to us. (The stone arrow-head has the advantage of being
virtually incorruptible, but has also a fairly high aesthetic appeal to collectors,
and tends, for this reason, to find its way into inaccessible private hands—once
again inevitably distorting our picture with uneven evidence). We can see, there-
fore, that the account of the significance and use of the metal arrow-head during
the Bronze Age, as we perceive it through the archaeological record, will be com-
posed of material of very varying reliability—to an even greater extent than is
normal in archaeological analysis. These limitations must be borne in mind when
considering the evidence presented here.
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j . Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

THE SOCKETED BRONZE ARROW-HEAD
DISTRIBUTION

Three major concentrations of socketed bronze arrow-heads exist in Europe,
the greatest lying in the Oberpfalz region of south-east Germany, clustered
around the present day town of Regensburg (fig. i). Two subsidiary concentra-
tions also occur—one to the north-east of the major concentration, centring on the
present day city of Dresden—and the second to the north-west, centring on the
districts of Saalfeld and Suhl. Of these two subsidiary concentrations, that in the
Dresden region is by far the more numerous and marked. All three of these foci
are based upon a commanding position at the foot of the Erz-Gebirge mountains—

Fig. i
Distribution of socketed arrow-heads.
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THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY

the principal stanniferous region of Central Europe—on one of the three major
river-systems. The further distribution of this type of arrow-head seems to adhere
to the areas dictated by these river-systems.

Along the river Danube to the west, we find a dissemination of find-spots
with two minor concentrations in the well-documented regions of southern
Bavaria and the Swiss lakes. A movement even further west seems to take two
examples into the valley of the river Doubs and two further examples are known
from Provence, further to the south.

To the east, along this same river, we find a more generalized distribution,
moving down the Danube as far as the point where the Hron and Nitra rivers
strike off to the north and east, and the Danube itself plunges south. There is one
distant outlier in this distribution to the east, at an Urnfield cemetry at Dobraca,
Kragujevac, central Serbia, where a socketed arrow-head was found embedded in a
lower vertebra of an inhumation (Cat. No. 94).

To the north of the Erz-Gebirge we find the two subsidiary concentrations
mentioned above, one at the head waters of the River Saale, which, 75 miles
to the north, joins the River Elbe, on whose banks, at Weitgendorf, an outlying
deposit of arrow-heads was found (No. 177). The other focus of distribution,
around Dresden, is situated at the head waters of both the Elbe and the Niesse,
which latter river heads north until it joins the River Oder. It is on the Oder-
Niesse valley route that we can perceive a distribution of isolated find-spots
tracking as far north as the Baltic Sea, with burials accompanied by arrow-heads
at Stolzenburg, Kr. Uckermunde (No. 165) and at Peckatel, Mecklenburg
(No. 149).

To the west along the Roter Main flowing from the slopes of the Erz-Gebirge
to the Rhine, we can see a chain of find-spots running along the Main valley to the
Rhine with finds at Reutlingen (No. 154), Ockstadt (No. 144), and Memmelsdorf
(No. 13). Beyond the confluence of Main and Rhine the distribution becomes
tenuous. To the west we find three finds carrying our distribution as far west as
Amiens (No. 74—of uncertain provenance).

CHRONOLOGY
To facilitate the analysis of the chronology of this type, it is necessary to divide the
material into six arbitrary groups, as follows: I. Oberpfalz Group, II. E. Danube
Group, III. Saalfeld Group, IV. Dresden Group, V. W. Danube/Main Group,
VI. Oder-Niesse Group.

GROUP 1. THE OBERPFALZ GROUP. We have already seen that the major concentration
of socketed arrow-heads falls centrally in the Oberpfalz region and it is here that
we should expect to find the earliest expression of a tradition of socketed arrow-
head manufacture, and, in fact, this would appear to be the case.
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The series described by Torbriigge (1959) clustered in large numbers in the
area of the present day town of Regensburg on the Upper Danube, occupies that
which was a key area in Middle Bronze Age Europe, being situated across the
watershed of the Danube/Main basins—commanding the east-west movement
of the tin production of the Erz-Gebirge mountains. The 'Oberpfalz culture' as
defined by Torbriigge finds its origins in the A2 phase of the Reinecke system,
and undergoes swift development during the Tumulus Period. In the early and
middle stage of the Reinecke 'B' phase we are beginning to see the appearance
of bronze socketed-arrow-heads in the furniture of these graves. This fairly regular
deposit of arrows in graves, for the arrow-heads are presumably all that remains
to us of a sheaf of arrows, continues through to the Bronze 'D' phase when the
culture seems to become transmuted by the onset of Urnfield burial customs, and
the apparent Lausitz 'take-over' of the Erz-Gebirge tin mines at the end of the
early Lausitz phase. The Lausitz culture, developing in Saxony, Silesia and the
Sudetenland from the Middle Bronze Age onwards, expands rapidly north-
eastwards into present day Poland at a date in the equivalent of the Bronze 'D'
phase. This increased influence in the north-east seems to have been due to an
increased metallurgical activity around the foot of the Erz-Gebirge mountains,
indicated by the deposit of vast hoards such as are described by Gimbutas (1965,
323, fig. 24) at Weissig near Dresden and at Oberthau near Leipzig. This expan-
sion, which also took place to the south at the expense of the so-called Middle
Danubian Urnfield cultures in their Velatice or second phase, seems to have taken
place at end of 'Urnfield F period (the equivalent of Ha Ai). If we can postulate,
as seems very likely, that this expansion was based upon command of the Erz-
Gebirge tin resources, this date would coincide convincingly with the final assimi-
lation of the Oberpfalz culture within the Urnfield cultures. The continuity
throughout this process (a feature which has only been fully appreciated since
Childe undertook his pioneer work) is emphasized within our own restricted
sphere by the appearance of bronze socketed arrow-heads in Lausitz contexts at
the period of this contact and assimilation, as we shall see below.

Within the Oberpfalz group, however, the earliest graves-associations (see
chronological tables) are seven in number:

Cat. No. 78 Beratzhaus
85 Burglengenfeld
90 Darshofen

101 Fortsmuhler
135 Mantlach
152 Rechburg
153 Reichertswinn.

The first two of these graves both contain, as furniture, pins of 'swollen-necked' type and also brace-
lets with engraved linear decoration and of quadrangular section, all implying a date within the
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Tumulus period—Torbriigge's B/Ci phases. The presence of a two-riveted dagger in the Burglen-
genfeld grave would seem to substantiate this date—being an identical type to those which Hachmann
would date to Reinecke B1/B2. These daggers however have a long life as is shown by the grave at
Reichertswinn (Reinecke Ci). Kerbschnitt pottery in these graves completes this cultural picture of
a terminus post quern for the placing of arrows in graves, in this region, of Reinecke B2/B3. At Darshofen
'sacred ivy leaf pendants such as occur here have, again, a very long life in the European Bronze Age
but an early date is implied here by the presence of a riveted dagger. Fortsmuhler presents a pin and
bracelet, both of Tumulus type and at Mantlach a 'nicked-butt' axe occurs—both burials implying
an early date. At Rechburg a fine 'Koszider type' arm ornament would also imply a Reinecke 'B' date.

An object lesson emerges for us in the Burglengenfeld grave group (see fig. 2). The arrow-heads
present represent, at this early stage, the three major typological divisions that it is possible to impose
on socketed arrow-heads—the leaf-shaped blade, the barbed blade and the flat-based blade. The
types appear to be indistinguishable in date and seem merely to reflect, either personal preference
(and difference of opinion on the merits of any single piece of equipment is certainly a marked
feature of modern Archery) or workshop preference. Barbed forms are, however, by far the most
common type found in Oberpfalz culture graves. It should also be noted, further to this point, that
the typological division of arrow-heads is also made more difficult by the frequent corrosion of the
thin blades, often rendering their exact form indistinct.

v
Fig. 2

Burglengenfelder Forst, Gressburg (after Torbriigge, 1959).

Those graves of the Oberpfalz group that fall within the period of Reinecke ' C
are as follows:

Cat. No. 91, 92 Darshofen
97 Egelsheim

128 Leutenbach
161 Sinzenhof.

The Leutenbach grave certainly would appear to merit a date in Reinecke ' C or perhaps early in
Bronze 'D' (before the appearance of Riegsee sword types)—to judge from the octagonal-hilted
sword present in the grave. The developed palstave also here would tend to confirm this date. At
both Darshofen (No. 91) and Sinzenhof there are sickles of a type common from the beginning of
Reinecke 'C—although the presence in the Darshofen grave, of Kerbschnitt pottery would indicate
a date well within the Tumulus period. At Sinzenhof the flanged axe type present in the grave would
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also support a Bronze ' C date, although this type has a long currency. Darshofen (No. 92) and Egels-
heim both feature so-called Urnfield knives whoich would appear to place them clearly in the late
Bronze 'C'-Bronze 'D' bracket. The ring-handled example from Egelsheim has exact parallels in
the Weissig hoard which would support a Bronze 'D' date. It will be noted, however, that Tumulus
types still occur in this grave.

Only two graves appear to be clearly of Bronze 'D' date:

Cat. No. 125 Labersricht
164 Staabforst.

These, however, are both small assemblages. The axe from Labersricht has good parallels in Bronze
'D' contexts (e.g. once again in the Weissig hoard). The open work handled razor from the Staabforst
grave again is a likely Bronze 'D'/Ha 'A' type. The spurred arrow-heads with socketed types at Thann
(No. 168) and at Darshofen (No. 89), although having little to justify independent dating, would
argue a date late in Bronze 'D' and during Hallstatt 'A' (see below). The shield studs at Thann
would, as Coles (1962) has pointed out, imply a date during the time of the use of the slashing
sword and similar studs in the grave at Wollmeshiem (with similar spurred arrow-heads) are dated by
Cowen (1955, fig. 19) and by Gimbutas (1965, 143) to the Hallstatt 'A' phase. However this question
is still open.

We have thus seen that the socketed bronze arrow-head in the Oberpfalz
region begins to appear in graves, if not begins to be manufactured, in the period
of Reinecke B2/B3, or perhaps a little earlier. Its development continues through-
out Reinecke's phase ' C and probably the type ceases to be deposited in Ober-
pfalz graves at the end of the Bronze 'D' phase—at the final collapse of the
Oberpfalz culture as an entity. Torbriigge would prefer to end the occurrence of
arrow-heads in graves at the end of Reinecke *C\ However, the graves cited
above, I think, indicate a continuation of the tradition well into the Bronze 'D'
phase.

GROUP 11. E. DANUBE GROUP. Four graves occur in this group, of key importance:

Cat. No. 171 Trebivlice
113 Houstka
112 Hausov.
81 Brno Kralovo

The Trebivlic'e grave would seem to be the earliest expression of the usage of the bronze arrow-head
in the middle Danube valley. The Trebivlic'e horizon (into which the SmoleniCe grave would seem to
fit (No. 162) as defined by Gimbutas (1965, 79) is based upon three criteria—

(1) the sword of Sprockhoff IB type.
(2) Pin from Smolenide—paralleled in Keszthely sword grave (Sauerbrunn type sword—Cowen,

1966, PI. XVIII).
(3) Hungarian axe type in Trebivlic'e grave of so-called 'Koszider horizon'.

This horizon would appear to be a fairly sudden superimposition of certain technological innovations
upon the older (Reinecke 'B') 'Koszider' tradition. This introduction can be dated by Mediterranean
contacts to LH III A—mid fourteenth century B.C.
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The arrow-heads which occur in both the SmoleniSe and Trebivlic'e graves would appear to be the
first expression of a tradition which is to continue in European prehistory through to the end of the
Urnfield period and later—the placing of a combination of a sword and arrow-heads in princely
graves—for such these must surely be. The significance of this combination we shall discuss in our
final consideration below.

It is likely that the grave at Kronstorf (No. 123) with a Tumulus Bronze type bracelet and a two-
riveted dagger would also indicate a date within this phase or perhaps a little earlier.

Theras in Austria (No. 169) also produced a grave of about this date with a 'sacred ivy-leaf' pen-
dant, of very similar style to that at Darshofen, Oberpfalz (No. 90), and a pin readily comparable
with the pin at Smolenic'e, thereby implying a parallel date. In this grave was found a flint hollow-
based arrow-head and it will be apposite here to remind ourselves of the fact that flint arrow-heads
must have continued in regular use, even alongside metal types, well into the Bronze Age.

In the cemetery at Houstka we can discern the next technological development within the middle
Danube valley in relation with which we can place our development of arrow-heads. Here we find a
series of graves chosen by Gimbutas to represent the third phase of the development of the Tumulus
Bronze Cultures. Associated with a grave containing a sword or Sprockhoff IA type, and other graves
containing various Reinecke B3/C metal types, there was a grave containing six socketed arrow-heads.

Of this period, at Zdice (No. 180) a find of the Knoviz culture has come to light. In this grave an
arrow-head was found in close proximity to a perforation of the skull although it is not certain if this
arrow-head was actually the cause of death.

As we move into the phase of the assimilation of Tumulus culture by the
Urnfield tradition we find firstly the grave at Groding with its Riegsee type
sword, and then two series of graves of the early and late Urnfield period.

Early Cat. No. 112 Hausov
121 Korunka Jelenki
166 Svabenice

Late 81 Brno Kralovo
147 Partizaske
175 Vrbcany.

All these Urnfield graves are situated north of the Danube in the area occupied
by the Lausitz expansion of Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A' and later. The distribution
of this series of finds, both geographically and chronologically, is dispersed, but
the finds of Lausitz type (e.g. the pin types at Brno-Kralovo) and the restriction
of the graves to the northern slopes of the Danube valley would indicate an
origin in the early Lausitz movement (during the periods as we have seen above,
Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt Ai) south into the middle Danube valley and a persistence
there until the late Lausitz phase.

The wide range of time and space over which this east Danubian series of arrow-
head finds occur would seem to witness the gradual dissemination of the type
down the Danube, initially during the Trebivlice and Houstka phases of the
Tumulus Bronze Cultures, from the focal area of distribution in the Oberpfalz.
In the Hallstatt 'A' phase burials like that at Brno Kralovo exhibit Lausitz
influence which seems to have penetrated as far as the Danube in this period—
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at the expense of the middle Danube Urnfield province. This Lausitz predomi-
nance north of the Danube seems to have persisted until the latest Bronze Age.

GROUP in. THE SAALFELD GROUP. Shortly after the full establishment of bronze
socketed arrow-head manufacture in the Oberpfalz region the idea would seem
to have become popular to the north-west, in the region of the source of the River
Saale. Of the seven graves here which contain socketed-arrow-heads, five are fairly
closely dateable by their associations. These graves are:

Cat. No. i n Grub
118 Klings
124 Kuhndorf
156 Schwarza
173 Unterwellenborn.

At Grub, Kr. Suhl, the axe and trapeze-hilted, two-riveted dagger indicates a date in Reinecke B/C
(or Montelius II)—the axe resembling strongly the example from Mantlech in the Oberpfalz. The
quadrangular-sectioned bracelet backs up this dating. The fourteen arrow-heads here must have
formed a quiver's contents, and it is interesting to draw a parallel with the broadly contemporary
burial at Galgenburg, Sleen, Drenthe in the Low countries where fourteen arrow-heads, again,
were found under a barrow of Mont II B date. At Klings, an arrow-head was found embedded in a
vertebra of a man buried with a woman and two children. The date of the burial again falls in the late
Tumulus period (Montelius IIB) Feustel (1958, 104). At Kuhndorf, a somewhat earlier date is
implied by the western palstave type and the two-riveted dagger. At Schwarza, we find an identical
kind of grave furniture assemblage to that we have grown accustomed to see in the Oberpfalz—the
sickle, arrow-heads, pin and bracelet. Again, Reinecke B/C date would seem to be appropriate.
Lastly, at Unterwellenborn we find a waisted-flanged axe with a nick in the butt, a long-lived type
which, however, can hardly be later than Montelius IIB (the upper Tumulus period).

We can, therefore, see this Saalfeld group as a regional offshoot of the socketed bronze arrow-head
tradition, taken up shortly after its origin, in an area with a strong bronze-working tradition founded
in the Saxo-Thuringian culture of Reinecke A2, and necessarily in constant contact with the Ober-
pfalz region just to the south in the pursuit of the lucrative Danube/Baltic trade in tin and other
goods.

GROUP iv. THE DRESDEN GROUP. We have already discussed the relationship
between the Oberpfalz culture and the expanding Lausitz cultures during the
Urnfield period. Lausitz expansion does appear to have been based on the ex-
ploitation of the Erz-Gebirge tin resources, and the Lausitz miners and smelters,
while robbing the Oberpfalz people of what must have been one of their greatest
assets, must have slowly assimilated their culture to their own. This kind of
'two-way' assimilation fits very well with the evidence for the continuity of
Tumulus period traditions in the Urnfield phase, which faces us at every turn.
During this transition—taking place during the equivalent of Reinecke's Bronze
'D' period—probably just before the expansion of the Lausitz people on to the
middle Danube area—the tradition of bronze socketed arrow-head manufacture
was transferred to the heartland of Lausitz metal-working, in the Dresden region,
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at this key point between the Rivers Elbe and Neisse. Thus we would expect to
find the first evidence of arrow-head manufacture in the Dresden region during
this Bronze 'D' phase and perhaps a little earlier into the final Tumulus period
(Reinecke 'C')—during the infancy of Lausitz growth. Coblenz (1952) has sur-
veyed this area thoroughly and has divided the graves in the region into early and
late Lausitz types—a distinction based principally on pottery characteristics.
Arrow-heads are seen to occur in graves in both of these periods, and Coblenz has
constructed a typological scheme for arrow-heads within the framework of these
basically ceramic phases. Briefly, his scheme appears to work out as follows:

EARLY

LAUSITZ

LATE

LAUSITZ

Sockets

Angular
Rounded Angular
Oval
Pointed Oval

Strictly Round

Blades

Leaf-shaped

Barbed

This scheme is not one, however, that is wholly convincing, even, one feels,
to Coblenz himself, because of the frequent occurrence of different types, together
in the same context, and also because of the inherent difficulties in classifying
arrow-head types to which we have already alluded. At any rate, the great
majority of arrow-heads, as in the Oberpfalz region, are of barbed type.

Thirteen graves containing arrow-heads amongst their furniture are listed in our
catalogue, and of these, eight are of the late, and five of the early, Lausitz date.
Of the five earlier graves, possibly three contain leaf-shaped arrow-heads. (Nieder-
kaina Cat. No. 142, Jenkwitz Cat. No. 115, and Lieska Cat. No. 130).

From the picture created by these graves, therefore, we can see the custom of
placing arrow-heads, (or rather arrows), in urn graves, beginning during the early
Lausitz phase (Reinecke 'C'/Bronze 'D'), and continuing through into Hallstatt
'A', (demonstrated by the Hallstatt 'A' pin type in the burial at Bieberach (Cat.
No. 79)), and lasting probably into Hallstatt 'B'.

The suggestion that these arrow-heads, buried in the urns with the cremated
bones, were present in the body before cremation can hardly be valid. Several of
the arrow-heads are described as exhibiting a fine green patina, and none show
any sign of the distortion which would have inevitably accompanied burning.

GROUP v. w. DANUBE/MAIN GROUP. Within this Group, most of the arrow-heads
that have been found in contexts of a closed nature, occur in the 'Aristocratic'
sword graves of the South German Urnfield Period. This series of graves, well-
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7. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

documented through the activities of Miiller-Karpe and other workers, is the
expression of the wealth acquired by a princely class who were controlling the
development of the wealth of the so-called 'South West German Urnfield culture',
a culture represented archaeologically by a localized metal-working school arising
in the focus area of south-west Germany and controlling, (during the Bronze
'D' and Hallstatt 'A' phases), the Danube/Rhine watershed, and also other impor-
tant routes south into the present-day France, Switzerland and Italy.

There are five graves in this Group:

Cat. No. 98 Elsenfeld
126 Langengeisling
137 Memmelsdorf
154 Reutlingen
179 Wollmesheim.

The Elsenfeld grave, dated by Cowen (1955, 82), contains a sword of 'Hemigkofen' type—securely
dated from its origins in the 'Nenzingen' sword-type to the earlier part of the Hallstatt 'A' phase
(Ha Ai). Similarly, the Langengeisling grave is dated by its sword, of solid-hiked form, to the Hall-
statt Ai phase (Miiller-Karpe, 1961, 98, fig. 13). The grave at Memmelsdorf contains a sword of
Cowen's 'Nenzingen' type dateable to within Bronze 'D'—a period earlier than the remainder of
these graves. The Reutlingen grave XII, like that at Elsenfeld, contains a sword of apparently
'Hemigkofen' type, and therefore Cowen also dates this to the earlier phase of the Hallstatt 'A'
period. The Wollmesheim grave, grave I, would appear to be of a slightly later date than those at
Reutlingen and Elsenfeld, falling into the transitional period between Ha Ai/Ha A2, or perhaps a
little later,—a date which Cowen would adduce from the sword of Erbenheim/Mouliana type present
in the grave.

It will have been noticed that at Langengeisling, Elsenfeld and at Wollmesheim,
the socketed arrow-heads occur associated with socketed spurred types which we
shall see to fall generally within the Hallstatt 'A' phase or a little earlier. The likely
emergence area for spurred arrow-heads of socketed type would appear to be
somewhere in the south Rhenish/Swiss areas, and perhaps the stimulus for this
development was provided by the appearance of bronze socketed arrow-heads in
the area in the Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A' phases.

Thus, in the south Rhenish and Bavarian area, we see an adoption of the bronze
socketed arrow-head at a point late in its development—not earlier than Bronze
'D', and to a large extent only within Hallstatt 'A'—probably moving westward
down the rivers Main and Rhine from the Oberpfalz region or from the Dresden
region, where the type was more predominant at this later date. This movement
must have taken place at a time when arrow-heads were ceasing to be placed in the
Oberpfalz graves, and when Urnfield cultures had finally preponderated in the
Danube valley, and when, perhaps, Oberpfalz metal-smiths were being attracted
from their homeland near Regensburg up to the head-waters of the Danube, and
so to the focus-area of the south-west German Urnfield culture in its period of
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expansion. Other parallels, especially at Wollmesheim, would suggest that this
was the case. The shield studs here compare well with those in the Thann grave
as does the hook occurring in both graves.

GROUP vi. THE ODER/NIESSE GROUP. On the line of the valley of the Oder/Niesse
rivers, we find a series of find-spots stretching up to the north as far as the Baltic
Sea—probably to be associated with the use of the valley as a route for carrying
metal and metal-types to the north, and possibly returning south with amber
from the East Prussion amber deposits. These find spots are :

Cat. No. 122 Kosser, Kr. Freystadt
323 Massel
149 Peckatel.

All these burials are furnished with material which is archaeologically dateable
to Phase III of the Montelian Bronze Age, (chronologically equivalent to a Bronze
'D' and Hallstatt 'A' in the Reinecke system).

The burial at Kosser is dated by the occurrence of 'Osennadeln' among the furniture. Gimbutas
(1965, 426) has placed these in the second stage of her classical Baltic period, i.e. 1200-1100 B.C.,
synchronous with Bronze 'D' and Hallstatt 'A'. At Massel, Lausitz type pins indicate a date in the
same period as the Kosser grave, and here we may note in passing the occurrence of hollow-based
arrow-heads—in use still at this date in the Later Bronze Age. The famous 'cult-wagon' from Peccatel
indicates two things, firstly, a date within Montelius period III (Childe, 1950, 202), and secondly, it
may show us the kind of material that was being brought up the Oder/Niesse valley route, traced out
for us by arrow-head finds. At Weitgendorf (No. 177), on the banks of the Elbe, in the district of
Ost-Prignitz, the grave contains a sword of almost identical form to that at Peckatel and is probably,
therefore, of a similar date. This series of finds would indicate to me the existence of contacts with the
Dresden area soon after the foundation of a bronze arrow-head manufacturing tradition in Bronze
'D' times. This contact to the north is most probably to be associated with the expansion of the
Lausitz culture to the north and east during this period. The trade in either amber, or some archaeo-
logical intangible, in exchange for central European metal, would also naturally have prompted these
contacts. The presence of arrow-heads perhaps gives this expansion a war-like aspect, for, unlike
axes and swords and daggers there would be little apparent point in trading arrows. The Weitgendorf
burial must indicate similar contacts down the valley of the Elbe—probably due to the extensive
trade that must have gone on to supply the massive bronze industry of the north with its raw material
requirement.

SUMMARY

We have seen in the above pages the tenuous development of a metal form,
which, although long-lived, was never universally popular in Europe on the scale
of, say, daggers and swords of the various types. Why was this so? The solution
to the question may lie again in the distribution pattern of these arrow-heads.
The three major concentrations, as we began by observing, lie at the foot of the
Erz-Gebirge mountains. Only here, in fact, it would appear, where there was a
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guaranteed superfluity of tin, could bronze be squandered in producing arrow-
heads which, when first shot, might well be lost. Outside this area, only richer
patrons could afford the luxury, and therefore presumably, the status-symbol
of bronze tipped hunting arrows, and, with reference to this point, the occurrence
of bronze arrow-heads is certainly very high in 'princely' sword-graves. It is also
precisely in this area of central Europe that the socketed spear-head was initially
manufactured, in Unetice times, and the socketed arrow-head is merely an
extension of the idea of, if a reduction in the scale of, the socketed spear-head, as
Naue had observed as early as 1894.

The non-acceptance of the socketed arrow-head may also well have been out of
preference for tanged or other types as we shall see below. The Near Eastern
civilizations never developed a socketed arrow-head form, and, as late as the
sixteenth century A.D., a North African writing in Morocco was to criticize the
shortcomings of the socketed arrow-head—particularly the tendency for the arrow-
head to break from the shaft when hitting a resistant target of, for example, wood,
armour or stone—an opinion borne out by modern archers in this country (Faris
and Elmer, 1945).

The chronological charts at the end of this section break down the conclusions
arrived at as to the chronological development of the socketed arrow-head. In these
charts we see the primary development of the bronze arrow-head in the Oberpfalz
in Reinecke 'B' times, spreading early to the north into Thuringia, and then down
the Danube valley to the east during Reinecke *C\ At the end of Reinecke ' C , and
during the Bronze 'D' phase, the Lausitz culture metal-workers in the region
around Dresden appear to have adopted the form, whence it was carried north to
the Baltic on the Oder/Niesse valley route. During the Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A'
phases, the form was finally taken over by the south-west German Urnfield
metal-workers, possibly due to influence from the Oberpfalz industries. As such,
we must, therefore, see the bronze socketed arrow-head as a European invention
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries B.C.—an invention which can only have
been made in response to a fairly influential and heavy demand.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES

REINECKE

Group B C D HaA HaB Find-Place Cat. No.

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Beratzhaus
Burglengenfeld
Darshofen
Darshofen
Darshofen
Darshofen
Egelsheim
Fortsmuhler

78
85
89
90
91

92
97

IOI
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES—continued
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X
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X
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X

X
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X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

D

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

p

?

X

X

X
X

X

REINECKE

HaA HaB

X

X

X

X
X X

X
X X

X
X X

X
X

X
X

X

Find-Place

Gotzenod
Labersricht
Leutenbach
Mantlach
Memmelsdorf
Rechburg
Rechburg
Reicherstwinn
Schwarzenthonhausen
Sinzenhof
Staabforst
Thann
Thonhausen

Brno Kralovo
Grading
Hausov
Houstka
Korunka Jelenki
Kronstorf
Partizaske
Smolenice
Svabenice
Theras
Trebivlice
Vrbcany
Zdice

Fischersdorf
Grub
Klings
Kuhndorf
Opitz
Schwarza
Unterwellenborn

Auritz
Bahra
Bieberach
Dobra
Dresden-Friedrickstadt
Grossdobritz
Jenkwitz
Lieska
Nebitzschen
Niederkaina
Plauen- Chrieswitz

Cat. No.

104

125
128
135

137

152

153
158
161
164
168
170

81
107
1 1 2

" 3
1 2 1

123

162
166
169
171

175
180

1 0 0

i n
118
124
146

156
176

75
77
79
93
95

108

" 5
130
141
142
ICO
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES—continued

Group B D
REINECKE

HaA HaB Find-Place Cat. No.

VI

Spurred

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

?

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

Taucha-rlositz
Weinbohla

Elsenfeld
Langengeisling
Memmelsdorf
Reutlingen
Wollmesheim

Kosser
Lichterfelde
Massel
Peckatel
Stolzenburg
Weitgendorf

Darshofen
Elsenfeld
Gross Mugl
Hofen
Hart. A. D. Alz
Langengeisling
Locham
Mixnitz
Ockstadt
Oggau
Reutlingen IV
Salzburg-Morzburg
Thann
Unterhaching
Wels
Wollmesheim

167
176

98
126

137
*54
179

1 2 2

129

323
149

165
177

191

193
196
197A
197
2 0 1

204
205
207
208
2 1 1

215
216
2 2 0

225
227

THE SPURRED BRONZE ARROW-HEAD
One of the more curious aspects of the prehistory of Archery in Europe is the
sporadic appearance over a wide area of Europe of an unusual type of arrow-head
with a barb or spur protruding from the side of the socket, known to German
archaeologists as 'Dornpfeilspitzen' (fig. 3). Many suggestions have been put
forward postulating a purpose or reason for this spur—as a casting jet, an attach-
ment for binding the arrow-head to the shaft, or as an attachment for streamers.
However, the spurs can easily be seen to be too deliberately fine for the first
suggestion, and to be facing the wrong direction for the latter two ideas to be
acceptable. The most satisfactory suggestion, it would appear, is the use of the
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THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY

spur, either for fishing by bow (a practice for which there are many ethnographical
parallels) or, more likely, as an additional means of tearing open a wound. As this
precaution is hardly necessary in war, it would seem that this kind of arrow-head
is essentially a hunting arrow designed to bleed a wounded animal, to render it
easier to track (thereby perhaps implying the use of dogs), and to weaken the

Fig. 3
Spurred arrow-head types.

animal, for even today with the use of modern fibre-glass reinforced bows, it takes
a crack shot to drop an animal, such as a deer, at fifty yards, with a first shot.
It is possible that the barb itself may have its origins in bone prototypes frequently
adorned with harpoon-like barbs, and which are frequently found in the Swiss
lake sites (where, admittedly, conditions for their preservation are extremely
favourable).

DISTRIBUTION

The distribution of this type stretches right across Europe from Hungary into
western France (fig. 4). This distribution is basically riverine, as one would
expect. There is a substantial concentration of examples (all unfortunately un-
provenanced) among the Swiss lakes, and again a concentration in Bavaria and
Wurttemburg—whence the majority of our closed contexts come. Thence a
tapering distribution reaches out along the line of the River Danube to Czechoslo-
vakia, (Hostovice), and Velem St. Vid in Hungary.

TYPOLOGY

It is possible to subdivide the examples of spurred arrow-heads into four sub-
types, I—The socketed spurred arrow-head, II—The tanged spurred arrow-head,
III—The double spurred arrow-head and IV—The Peschiera 'spike' arrow-head.
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Fig. 4
Distribution of spurred arrow-heads. Types: A, Socketed; B, Tanged, C, Double

spurred; D, Peschiera.

Type I. A generally distributed type with its major concentration in south
Germany and Switzerland, (fig. 3B)

Type II. A largely peripheral type occurring in western France, Italy and
Hungary, although one exceptionally early type, at Locham, occurs in Austria.
The French types could possibly be associated with the long standing tradition
of tanged arrow-head manufacture here (see below), (fig. 3C)

Type HI. This type is centred on the Swiss lake area, and is otherwise entirely
restricted to East and Central France. It also occurs in the Hohmichele burial,
in south Germany. This group will be considered when we deal with this burial
(see below), (fig. 3D)

Type IV. This type is known only at Peschiera itself, with one other example at
Auvernier. These would seem to be directly descended from bone prototypes,
and in any case could equally well be harpoon heads, (fig. 3A)

CHRONOLOGY
There is a strong tendency for this type of arrow-head to conform to an archaeo-
logically dateable horizon throughout its distribution, in as far as this is discernible
through the sixteen closed contexts in which this type of arrow-head is found.
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Elsenfeld (Cat. No. 193). The composition of this grave has already been discussed and fixed at
a Hallstatt 'Ai' date.

Darshofen (Cat. No. 191). There is little independent evidence for dating this grave, although the
pins associated with the arrow-heads here have good Urnfield parallels.

Grossmugl (Cat. No. 196). Here a 'violin-bow' fibula, the pin types and the knives (paralleled at
Hart A. D. Alz), all point to a date at the transition from Bronze 'D' to Hallstatt 'A'.

Hart A.D. Alz (Cat. No. 197). Waggon grave. Miiller-Karpe (1961, 95, fig. 6) places the sword in
the Hallstatt 'Ai' phase.

Hofen (Cat. No. 197A). Grave dated by Miiller-Karpe (1959, 309) to the HA 'A' phase.
Langengeisling (Cat. No. 201). Discussed above and dated by Miiller-Karpe (1959, 156) in the

phase HA 'Ai'. Here we should notice the presence in the grave of an arrow-straightener—in a long
tradition of types which has its basis in the late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age.

Mixnitz (Cat. No. 205). Here the razor types and sickles indicate a Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A' date.
Miiller-Karpe (1959, 106) places the grave in this phase.

Ockstadt (Cat. No. 207). Again the Urnfield knife compares readily with that in the Hart grave.
Miiller-Karpe places the sword in Hallstatt 'Ai'.

Oggau (at. No. 208). Here, the position is rather difficult, with a curious combination of types of
uncertain date. Nevertheless an Urnfield date is probable.

Reutlingen IV (Cat. No. 211). Here Cowen (1955, 67) dated the sword (of 'Hemigkofen' type) in
the Hallstatt 'A' phase.

Salzburg-Morzburg (Cat. No. 215). This grave is dated to the transition from Bronze 'D'/Hall-
statt 'A' by Pittioni (1954, 450)—on the basis of ceramic evidence.

Thann (Cat. No. 216). There is no reliable independent dating evidence for this grave, but, as
has already been pointed out, the shield studs and the hook point to a comparison with the Woll-
mesheim grave.
Unterhaching (Cat. No. 220). This grave is dated by Miiller-Karpe (1959, 142) to Hallstatt 'Ai'.

Wels (Cat. No. 225). This grave is again difficult to date, but would certainly seem to fall within
the earlier half of the Urnfield period.

Wollmesheim Grave I (Cat. No. 227). Both Miiller-Karpe (1959,176) and Cowen (1955, 73, fig. 19)
have dated this grave to the transition Ha A1/A2 or perhaps a little later, as has been pointed out
above.

The distinctive horizon which these graves form, from the end of Bronze 'D' through to Hallstatt
A2, is only broken in one instance.

Locham (Cat. No. 204). Here a tanged spurred arrow-head falls within Hachmann's 'Locham
horizon' (1957, Cat. No. 506)—Reinecke Bi. There is, as yet, no explanation for this disparity, and
in the absence of any other similar tanged and spurred arrow-heads in closed context, we must wait
for further information to come to light before this problem can be solved. Another tanged-spurred
arrow-head of a different type has come to light in a hoard found at St Yrieid in Charente, dated by
Hencken (1956, 130) to the late ninth century B.C. (equivalent to Reinecke via B2). The hoard at
Larnaud, Jura (Cat. No. 202), produced a socketed spurred-arrow-head, and this hoard Sandars
(1957, 241) dates to Hallstatt B1/B2. However, the survival of earlier types is always possible within a
hoard. The remainder of finds of spurred arrow-heads are stray finds and therefore, of course, we
cannot discuss them in terms of chronology.

The existence of a spurred arrow-head horizon in Europe can, in the light of the
present evidence, hardly be denied, and this horizon, as far as we are able to
judge, falls within the later Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A' period. In the light of present
evidence we can, unfortunately, say little more. However we can certainly indicate
some ideas along which further investigation might be pursued.

The only other arrow-heads of this unusual type to survive to us today are the
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Scythian spurred arrow-heads—mostly of 'three-winged' type—surviving over
large areas of eastern Europe and, of course, in Russia and the Near East. The
form of these arrow-heads with their lateral spur is so unusual that one may
reasonably endeavour to look for some connection between the two types—
Scythian and Western European. One problem, however, immediately raises its
head: the disparity in date between the two types. Scythian laterally spurred
arrow-heads cannot be traced back in Scythian, Cimmerian, Timber-grave, or
North Pontic contexts beyond the ninth century B.C. Before this date there seem
only to be hollow-based flint arrow-heads or occasionally metal types imitative of
these and perforated for attachment to a shaft. (See below). Therefore, it would
seem that the spurred arrow-heads in Western Europe are of a substantially
earlier date than those of the Steppe-lands—mostly belonging to a horizon
Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A' (1250-1100 B.C.), as compared with the appearance of
this type on the Steppe at a date c. 900 B.C.

At this juncture, perhaps, we may make reference to a short thesis recently
published by H. Thrane (1963). in this paper he takes as his text bronze bit
cheek-pieces found at Saesing in Jutland, and shows that the earliest bronze
cheek-pieces in Europe seem to be most prominent in Switzerland and South
Germany. Whereas these cheek-pieces occur at a date in Hallstatt Ai in the west,
in Czechoslovakia and Hungary they generally fall at a date in Ha A2/B. The
universality of Miiller-Karpe's chronology, derived from its consolidated source in
North Italy, gives these cultural divisions even over this wide area, a real signi-
ficance. Thrane points to a possible origin of these cheek-pieces in the bone/antler
types of the 'Fuszesabony culture' or perhaps in the equipment of Mycenaean
horsemen.

The distribution and initial western date of these cheek-pieces matches that
of our arrow-heads very well, as does the appearance of bronze cheek-pieces on the
Steppe at an equivalent date to Hallstatt B2. Can we here see a group of metal
types being transmitted from Urnfield Europe onto the Steppe at a date in Hall-
statt 'B'—just before the Cimmerian and Scythian expansion of the eighth and
seventh centuries B.C.? Only further research and more evidence can clarify this
point which is essentially beyond the scope of this paper.

Unfortunately the force of this argument is greatly lessened by the complere
lack of chronologically fixed evidence from eastern Europe, and this evidence
must be forthcoming before we can accept this hypothesis unreservedly. However,
at Velem St Vid in western Hungary, a large series of spurred arrow-heads of
western type are found on a site occupied throughout the Urnfield period (Childe
1929, 405, von Miske 1908, 37). Within the large series of arrow-heads of this
type from this site, which unfortunately are not published in any relationship
with stratigraphy, a 'typological' development can be seen from the western type
through to the more 'aerodynamic' Scythian type. It is in fact here, on the eastern
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THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY

edge of the distribution of western type arrow-heads, that one would expect to
find the development through to the Steppe form—if our hypothesis were correct.

Unfortunately, no association has so far come to light of arrow-heads of this
type and cheek-pieces (Gallus and Horvath, 1939). However, as Thrane has
pointed out (possibly moving a little beyond the limits of inference archaeology
allows us), the Hart A. D. Alz grave, although not producing cheek-pieces, is a
waggon grave (implying draught animals) of a date and locality to have been
familiar with the type, and, as we have seen, this grave does contain spurred
arrow-heads.

Piggott (1965, 183) has drawn a parallel between the 'Eastern type' spurred
arrow-heads in the Wollmesheim grave and arrow-heads in Scythian contexts.
I feel that, as far as the evidence available at present permits, chronological
disparity must cause us to reverse the direction of this influence.

THE TANGED BRONZE ARROW-HEAD
As with so many other features of prehistoric and present day life, so with Archery
during the Bronze Age, the Rhine seems to form a divide between different
methods and techniques. In our consideration of socketed arrow-heads we have
seen that the use of bronze socketed arrow-heads is essentially a Central European
phenomenon. Tanged arrow-heads of bronze we shall see to have existed almost
without exception in their own province to the west of the Rhine—in present day
France and Spain (fig. 5). The basis of this geographical division lies in the tradi-
tion of tanged flint arrow-head manufacture which had become popular in the
western Late Neolithic and Chalcolithic.

Only fourteen closed contexts for tanged arrow-heads have been traced, and of
these only two are in France, two in Spain, and the remainder in Germany,
covering almost every known find in this latter country. This can hardly merely be
a reflection of the different archaeological conditions prevailing in these countries,
although this unfortunate fact must be taken into account, it must also, surely,
indicate that burial with arrow-heads was not so frequently practised west of the
Rhine as it was to the east. The typological sub-division of tanged arrow-heads is
of little value for reasons that we have already discussed with reference to socketed
arrow-heads and also because of the many varieties of form that exist—almost as
many as there are examples.

DISTRIBUTION

Two major concentrations of tanged arrow-heads occur, both in France (fig. 5).
One concentration centres upon the departments of Meurthe-et-Moselle and
Bas-Rhin, around the present day city of Nancy. The other concentration centres
upon the departments of Aude, Ariege and He"rault in the south of the country,
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7. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

against the Pyrennean mountains and the Mediterranean coast. From the latter
concentration a series of outlying finds are to be seen spread over a wider area in
the south, as far afield as the sources of the Dordogne and Loze"re and also as far as
the departments of Vaucluse and Bouches-du-Rhone. From the north eastern con-
centration, a spread to the south as far as the department of Haut-Rhin and even
into Switzerland can be seen. There is also a scatter of finds throughout the Seine
basin and in the upper reaches of the River Saone.

Fig. 5
Distribution of tanged arrow-heads.

In Spain, H. and L. Siret (1887) mention a series of copper tanged arrow-heads
at sites mostly in the south of the peninsula, such as Gerunda, Parazuelos, Gatas,
Alhama and at El Argar itself. These finds would all appear to be of Argaric date.

CHRONOLOGY
The tradition of the metal-tanged arrow-head, then, seems to have begun in
Iberia during the Argaric Bronze Age, inherited from an earlier flint working
tradition, and probably dateable to the second half of the second millenium B.C.,
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though Blance (1964) has shown us that the late Argaric period could have contined
right up to the Urnfield intrusions of the early first millenium B.C. The slowness
of development, and the continuity of tradition, in Spain throughout the Bronze
Age makes it very likely that Archery, as we know was practised in the Argaric
culture, continued to be practised throughout the Bronze Age until we find almost
identical arrowhead types in the 'hoard' of bronzes dredged from the river estuary
at Heulva (dated to c. 700 B.C.) by Hencken (1956, 132).

In France, the tanged metal arrow-head seems to originate in the western
tradition of the barbed and tanged flint arrow-head, as we have remarked above.
It seems to emerge in two main areas as has been already indicated. In the south
the distribution of tanged arrow-heads seems to follow that of the Terremare
(Polada) culture of the Early Bronze Age in the South of France. There is also at
Montpdzat, (No. 30), a closed context find of a tanged bronze arrow-head with
Tolada' pottery. The occurrence of tanged bronze arrow-heads in Terremare
contexts in Italy also adds weight to this theoretical alignment of distributions.
(However all arrow-head finds in Italian Terremare sites are unstratified and
could emanate from any stage in the Terremare sequence). We are on surer
ground in tracing the emergence of copper tanged arrow-heads in the Armorican
Early Bronze Age. At three sites, copper arrow-heads have been found—St
Fiacre-en-Melrand (Morbihan), Kercadoret and at Tossen Maharit-en-Treverse'e
(Cotes du Nord). At St Fiacre the form of the copper arrow-heads is a direct
development of the flint barbed and tanged tradition.

In the north-east, the major concentration of arrow-heads here coincides with
the distribution of the Tumulus and Urnfield traditions in north-east France.
The only closed context that we possess in this region is that from Eguisheim
(Haut-Rhin), (No. 18), where the furniture points to a date in the late Tumulus
period. It is probable, in fact, that arrow-heads of tanged type were in use through-
out the period of the Alsatian and Haguenau Tumulus and Urnfield cultures.
At Muttenz in the Jura is a three-winged tanged arrow-head of Bronze 'D'/
Hallstatt 'A' date, readily comparable with the example from Penard, Gower in
Wales (No. 267). The Gower example would be approximately contemporary
(Butler, 1963, 120), and was found with other objects of probable French (Breton)
origin (Grimes, 1939, 167).

The only other arrow-head of bronze found in Britain, (at Water Dean Bottom,
Wiltshire, No. 269), is unassociated, and it would seem that Clark's verdict on the
absence of the bow in Britain at this period must be archaeologically correct.
Bone arrow-heads of barbed and tanged type, from the Thames (No. 268), would
seem to resemble Bronze Age types, and might indicate the presence of bone
arrow-heads at this period. However, sites on chalk, (usually fairly kind to bone),
such as Plumpton Plain, have produced no such arrow-heads. The question must
remain open in the lack of evidence. The persistence of a flint, barbed and tanged
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7. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

tradition is likely, and can be proven well into the Middle Bronze Age. Whether
the barbed and tanged flint arrow-head from the Heathery Burn cave find can be
taken seriously must be doubtful, due to the open nature of the find.

Wilde (1861, 503) mentions 'a large number' of bronze arrow-heads found
'in Ireland', those he depicted all being tanged. It is to be suspected that a great
number of those he had in mind were in fact javelin heads.

Lastly, Kendrick (1928, 242) mentions a barrow burial in Alderney (No. 266),
where a number of arrow-heads were found associated with horse-riding equip-
ment and a sword. There is no indication of date for this find, or as to whether
the arrow-heads were tanged or socketed.

Several closed finds of arrow-heads have been made in Germany. The sites in the
Oberpfalz are:

Cat. No. 40 Unterbuchfeld
58 Ponholz

135 Mantlach.

At Unterbuchfeld the grave furniture would appear to be of Reinecke 'B' date. At Ponholz the dirk
places a date of late Reinecke 'B' or Reinecke ' C on the grave. At Mantlach, as we have already
discussed, the axe would appear to imply an early date. Therefore, it would appear that tanged
arrow-heads were only present in the earlier phases of the Oberpfalz Archery tradition, and were
never really accepted.

Further to the east only one isolated find occurs, at Wonsbach (Cat. No. 67), on the River Danube
in Austria. This, again with a trapeze-hilted dirk, would appear to be late Reinecke 'B' or Reinecke
' C in date.

In the Rhineland and northern Switzerland several finds have occurred with
tanged arrow-heads:

Cat. No. 29 Hennet-Geistingen
64 Galgenrain, Wangen a.d. Aare
66 Wollmesheim
28 Hart a.d. Alz.

At Hennet-Geistingen, the Hemigkofen type sword dates the burial to the Hallstatt 'A' phase.
From Galgenrain, two swords of Rixheim type would imply a probable Bronze 'D'/Hallstatt 'A'
date for this burial, as would the ring-handled razor. At Hart an der Alz, a tanged arrow-head appears
in conjunction with spurred types in a grave of the Hallstatt 'A' phase, and at grave I at Wollmesheim,
dated as we have seen above to the Hallstatt 'A' phase, the arrow-heads seem to have a stop-ridge at
the foot of the tang, an unusual feature at this period.

It would seem, looking at these four graves, that the south-west German Urnfield culture was not
only turning to the east for its Archery equipment, but, was also looking, not surprisingly, just across
the Rhine to the west for influence.

The difficulty in assessing the part played in the prehistory of Archery by the
tanged metal arrow-head tradition lies in the lack of closed contexts in which this
type occurs. Nevertheless, with its origins in the Argaric culture of Iberia in the
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later second millenium B.C., the type appears to have enjoyed constant popularity
throughout the Bronze Age, being, possibly, especially linked with the Polada
cultures of southern France, and the Tumulus/Urnfield cultures of Alsace. There
are, however, it must be finally emphasized, no definite proofs of these links.

A R R O W - H E A D S OF E A S T M E D I T E R R A N E A N T Y P E
I N W E S T E R N E U R O P E

During the very latest phases of the Bronze Age and the earliest of the Iron Age
we begin to see the development of a substantial intensification of interest of the
east Mediterranean civilizations in the economic resources of western Europe.
This interest was prompted by a long tradition of western expansion going back
to the beginning of Mycenaean power in Greece and also by a greatly increased
demand and output of articles of bronze. This increased bronze production
required one rare and valuable commodity in greater and greater quantities—tin.

There is little direct archaeological evidence for the tin trade at any time in
antiquity and for this reason many otherwise inexplicable phenomena have been
deposited on its well-trodden door-step. But this lack of evidence is really quite in
keeping. Tin is not, like copper, an attractive or useful metal in its own right,
but because of its necessity for the production of bronze, it is extremely valuable.
For these reasons very few articles were ever made of tin alone and every scrap of
the precious metal must have been assiduously gathered up to make still more
bronze. Therefore nearly every scrap of tin has been deliberately erased from the
archaeological record at one time or another.

It would appear then that trade in tin or some archaeological intangible such as
slaves, or salt beef from Celtic herds, did induce eastern Mediterranean merchants
to conduct their enterprises in western Europe. In return for the raw material and
goods they obtained they offered the western barbarian world new and sophisti-
cated metal types designed and executed in eastern workshops. These metal types
are nearly all executed in sheet bronze, being either armour of one kind or another
or table-services mostly for the service of wine, which itself must also have been a
popular Mediterranean export.

It is against this background of trade, continuous since the Mycenaean period,
but intensifying greatly during the Urnfield period, that we must see the intro-
duction of eastern type arrow-heads to western Europe (fig. 6).

The arrow-heads, however, differ basically from all the other eastern and
Mediterranean bronze types entering Europe in the Latest Bronze Age. They can
hardly have been intended for 'export'. Whereas barbarian traders or warriors
could have brought any eastern bronzes to the west, the presence of these arrow-
heads does imply the presence of foreign archers, and by implication of foreign
merchants.
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y. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

Fig. 6
Distribution of Mediterranean arrow-head imports, i, Triangular perforated Le

Bourget type; 2, Stop ridge type; 3, 'Scythian' type.

The arrow-heads in question can be sub-divided into three different types.

I. Flat triangular perforated arrow-heads.
II. Arrow-heads with a stop-ridge on the tang.

III. Three-winged 'Scythian' arrow-heads.

FLAT TRIANGULAR PERFORATED TYPE

This type is frequently referred to in Western Europe as the 'Bourget type'.
It probably has its origins in MH Greece as a metal skeuomorph of the flint
hollow-based type. This metal form continues in use and is developed throughout
the late Helladic period and into the Greek 'Dark Age'. During the Late Helladic
phase the type appears on south Russian sites, whence the hollow-based models
probably had emanated and we can possibly link this appearance with the same
Mycenaean activity in the Black Sea which brought faience beads to this region
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Iron examples of 'Greek Dark Age' date, and later, occur on sites in Rumania
(Bucholz, 1962) and also at Velem St Vid in western Hungary. Childe (1929,
396) also mentions finds of this type in the Szabolcs and Hadju counties in Hun-
gary and on other sites in Bosnia. He claimed a Scythian origin for these arrow-
heads but an alternative interpretation is put forward below.

In the west, unfortunately, there are few closed contexts for arrow-heads of
this type. In the Jura region of France, at Larnaud, arrow-heads of this type occur
in a hoard of Ha 'B2' date which according to Muller-Karpe's chronology would
fall during the ninth and eighth centuries B.C. Here, and at the Lac du Bourget
(Savoy) itself, arrow-heads have decoration on their surfaces. This decoration
would seem to be incidental and would imply that the arrow-heads were merely
cut from old scraps of sheet bronze. Two further examples occur at £cury-le-
Repos and Norme"e on the Marne in contexts dated by Sandars (1957, 199), from
the pottery, to her LB III (eighth century B.C.). The Bourget sites with similar
pottery (Sandars' "Singen-Ossingen-Gundlingen-Bourget type') and bronze
work of very much a Larnaud complexion would again seem to indicate an
LB III date. At Ravin-les-Arcs (He"rault) the arrow-heads were, again, found in a
series of tumuli dated generally to LB III, although some of the barrows are of
Ha ' C date.

It would appear therefore that with the dateable finds of this type in the west
one can construct an horizon for their entry into France and Switzerland from the
south (as indicated by their distribution) during the LB III phase i.e. at a date
during the eighth century B.C.

Thus we can clearly see an horizon of pre-Massaliot penetration of France
during the eighth/seventh centuries B.C. by east Mediterranean merchants. This
penetration extends at least as far north as Marne and we may assume was asso-
ciated with the Seine/Saone/Rhone trade route. Perhaps we can even venture to
picture merchants employing archers to protect the rich convoys of tin coming
south and their exchange goods going north: as it were 'riding shot-gun'.

The type of arrow-head under discussion persisted however in France, where
the later Celtic tradition was always orientated towards the south, and east
European and trans-Alpine influences were never so strongly felt, so that we see
at Mont Lassois the recurrence of this type at a date in Ha 'D' and finally a some-
what later usage at Les Jogasses (Champagne) in the earliest La Tene phase. The
type seems to disappear after this late date.

ARROW-HEADS WITH STOP-RIDGE ON THE TANG

The arrow-head with a long tang with stop-ridge, especially suitable for hafting in a
reed or bamboo shaft, was always the dominant arrow-head type among the ancient
oriental civilizations. As has been pointed out above, the socketed arrow-head
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appears to have been a European invention little known and little admired right
up until recent times. The socketed arrow-head was only ever introduced to these
areas by Scythian and Cimmerian raiders from the eighth century B.C. onwards.
From the earliest times the tang-and-stop-ridge type was known in this area and
occurs on many sites of Babylonian, Assyrian and Urartuan date. The Mycenaeans
in their expansion to the east during the LH II period seem to have encountered
this type (one of them rather uncomfortably so, for he is found in a grave at
Ugarit with an arrow-head of this type in one of his dorsal vertebrae, Lorimer,
1950). They adopted the type and it becomes common from the LH II period
onwards and continues in use down into the Dark Age (Bucholz, 1962; Snodgrass,
1964, 145).

We encounter the type next, in our enquiry, in the western Mediterranean at a
similar date to that of the appearance of the flat perforated type. Their appearance
however would seem to be slightly later than that of the flat perforated type. The
grave at Camallera (Gerona) must fall within Ha ' C with its fine antennae-
hilted iron-bladed sword and at Cayla de Mailhac and 'Le Moulin' de Mailhac the
associated graves and contexts to those containing the arrow-heads included
pottery of the very Latest Bronze Age type, equivalent to that in the latest layers
at Bourget and considered to be Ha ' C in date according to Sandars (1957, 299).

The distribution of the type, is, however far more restricted than that of the
flat perforated types, clustering as it does in the south-west of France in the
departments of Aude and Ariege and appearing to be associated with the Carcas-
sonne Gap route to the mouth of the River Garonne: the stray example in the
Department of Calvados was found in close proximity to the early Hallstatt
helmets of Mediterranean type (Merhart's Group CII), found at Bernieres
d'Ailly (Merhart, 1940). There is no evidence for the persistence of this type in the
West for any length of time, and these arrow-heads would seem to be associated
with an East Mediterranean penetration of the South French coast in the mid
seventh century B.C.

Sandars (1957, 322) points to a close resemblance of this type to the arrow-heads
from the hoard at Giarratana near Syracuse which is dated to the early Greek
colonial period (mid eighth to seventh centuries B.C.)—a date which compares
well with the associations we have in the south of France and northern Spain
at the beginning of Ha 'C \

THE THREE-WINGED SCYTHIAN ARROW-HEAD

In Europe there are two main groups of this type of arrow-head, widely separated;
we may call them the eastern group and the western group. The eastern group is
roughly divisible into two for study; first we have a general distribution on a broad
front from present day north-east Poland, south into the Hungarian plain. The
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frequent association of arrow-heads of this group with destroyed hill-forts would
tend to link this group with the Scythian incursions into eastern Europe generally
dated to the late seventh century B.C. by such graves as Magdalenska Gora and at
Hallstatt itself. (Sulimirski, 1961.)

In the south, at the head of the Adriatic, we encounter a compact concentration
of these arrow-heads again presumably to be associated with a Scythian incursion.
Herodotus (V.9) mentions a tribe, the Sigynnae, as being located in this region
and describes them as a people who, wearing 'Medic dress', possessed small
shaggy coated horses ideal for pulling chariots. This description would describe
adequately any tribe of Scythian extraction. In addition to this Powell has pointed
out that the horses portrayed in the art of the north Adriatic situlae are indeed of
two types. Possibly here we have evidence of an early distinction between the
forest horse of Europe and the Scythian Steppe horse. This purely circumstantial
evidence is hardly strong enough for argument but the parallels involved are
certainly interesting.

By the mid-fifth century B.C. in Athens, Peisistratus had engaged Scythians,
increasingly well known to the Greeks after the establishment of the Euxine
colonies, as a slave police-force. This familiarity of the Greeks with Scythian
archers probably led from the sixth/fifth centuries B.C. onwards to the increasing
employment of Scythian mercenary archers for various tasks. It was probably
the need for archers to protect convoys of goods and trading posts that brought
Scythian archers into present-day France. Their presence is witnessed archaeo-
logically by a distribution of Scythian arrow-head finds in France, recently studied
by Kleeman (1954), he has discussed the distribution and date of these arrow-
heads fully and all that it is necessary for us to add here is that the Greek origin
of the three-winged arrow-head in France is certain and that these arrow-heads
entered France from the south: one (which Kleeman does not mention) actually
being found in the Old Port of Marseille. Within France the type enjoyed a wide
distribution following the routes of the Rhone, Saone, Loire and Seine.

SUMMARY

Through the archaeological medium, therefore, of these different types of arrow-
head, we can perceive a continuous tradition, known to have existed through the
evidence of other imports, of Greek/East Mediterranean penetration of the French
coast from the eight century to the fourth century B.C. Entering at the southern
ports, such as at Massalia itself, these arrow-heads, by their distribution, indicate
to us the principal routes of communication and commerce in use throughout this
period. Two principal axes seem to be involved—a westerly and a northerly.
The westerly axis seems to be basically associated with the earlier arrow-head
types—principally the stop-ridge type but also the flat perforated types. Two
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routes seem to be the principal concern of this axis, that to the west through the
Carcassonne gap to the Atlantic coast and that to the south-west along the coast
to Iberia, a route witnessed by the find at Camallera. The former route is probably
to be linked with the trade in tin as we have pointed out above, and the latter
route is probably linked with the exploitation of Spanish iron and silver. The silver
ornament from Trichtingen in south Germany, if indeed Iberian, probably came
by this trans-continental route, although, of course, at a later date.

The northerly axis seems to be concerned with three routes. The first, asso-
ciated with both early perforated and the later three-winged type, heads off to the
north-east towards the headwaters of the Rhine via the shores of Lake Neuchatel
and the valley of the River Doubs, carrying Massaliote goods of wine, bronze and
other exotic luxuries such as silk, perhaps (Riek-Hundt, 1962) to the Hallstatt and
La Tene cultures of South Germany. The distribution of three-winged arrow-
heads on this route at least would seem to indicate that Massaliote/South German
trade was still a going concern into the fifth century B.C. if not later. To the north
we can follow the distribution of the Saone to its source and across Champagne
to the source of the Seine and the Loire and via these valley routes to the Atlantic
coast. The distribution of three-winged arrow-heads, especially along the Loire,
would again point to a later persistence of trade here—trade again, probably, to be
associated with the tin resources of the west. However the perforated arrow-
heads from ficury-Le-Repos and Norme"e, both on the Marne, together with the
stop-ridge arrow-head find in Calvados, must indicate an early origin for these
routes.

These arrow-heads cannot be express imports—no skill whatever is required in
their manufacture and native smiths were already producing arrow-heads of
barbed and tanged type as we have already seen. They must leave us with a picture
of eastern merchants convoying valuable merchandise, through the main river
systems of present-day France from north to south and vice versa and along the
east-west routes, protected by archers using eastern equipment.

T H E E A R L I E S T I R O N AGE

It would be entirely false to think that the development of the arrow-head in
Europe ceased with the emergence of the spurred form in the Hallstatt 'A' phase
of the Urnfield period, and that thence forward the only development occurs
with the introduction of types from the Mediterranean area. We have already
seen that among our spurred arrow-head types we included a type with a double
spurred tang. Unfortunately all finds of this type, which, as we have seen, is
restricted to east and central France and southern Germany, are stray finds
except one example which we must, in the lack of any further evidence, accept as
an indication of the overall date of this type. This dated example is that of the
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important find from Grave VI of the Hohmichele, published in 1962 (55) and
therefore unable to be included in Clark's 1963 paper.

The Hohmichele, a massive tumulus with a primary wagon interment and
several secondary interments deposited very soon after, is situated 2 kilometres
from the mighty Heuneberg fortifications near Sigmaringen on the River Danube.
The tumulus must be associated with the ruling family or dynasty of this great
fort. Grave VI, one of secondary interments, dating to Hallstatt D2, is a wagon
grave in the Hallstatt tradition, with a female burial beneath and a male burial
beside the vehicle. At the side of this male burial was a length of bow 'string' (pre-
served because of the differential conditions prevailing in the grave) and at his head
was a quiver containing fifty-two arrow-heads of double spurred tanged type (fig.
7). The quiver is a flat quiver of, presumably leather, studded with bronze studs—
which are the surviving witness of its size and shape. The quiver is designed to be

Fig. 7
Grave VI, Hohmichele. Quiver, arrows and bowstrings.

slung from the shoulder on the hip and this, together with its flat section would
strongly suggest that it was the property of a mounted archer. This supposition is
further supported by what appears to be a leg strap near the base of the quiver, an
embellishment only practicable when mounted: because of the length of the
quiver the arrows could only have been about 1 foot 8 inches in length.
This fact becomes significant when we glance at the length of the bow string
mentioned above; a length of about 7 feet. With a bow of this length it would
be impossible to fire the arrows in the quiver because they are too short. Further-
more, as is strongly suggested by the quiver-type, this archer was mounted and it
seems even further from likelihood that he should have shot with a 7 foot bow
from horseback. If then the bow is not 7 feet in length how do we account for
the length of the string? It surely would not be labouring argument to suggest
that, in fact, the string is that of two bows placed end to end. The string is broken
in the exact middle and several smaller pieces of binding (?) lie around at this
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point—these traces could be significant. If this man was shooting from a 3
foot 6 inch bow the picture would fit together far more convincingly, for as a
mounted archer in the Hallstatt tradition, the equipment in this grave might be
expected to exhibit eastern characteristics and, indeed, it is only in the east that we
find the short composite bow of about 3 foot 6 inches in length. The arrow-
heads themselves too have a background in LH Greece and on the Russian Steppe
after the ninth century B.C.

One other point must be considered before leaving this burial. The arrow-heads
can be seen to have been placed in the quiver with their points uppermost. This
practice can only be paralleled in Japan, where archers had a trap at the base of the
quiver, from which the arrows were drawn. There is no possibility (because of the
positioning of the studs) of such a trap being present in the Hohmichele quiver
and to draw the arrows from the quiver point uppermost would have been
dangerous, awkward, and would have damaged the arrow's fletching. A more
convincing way of explaining this anomaly could lie in the fact that timber cham-
bered burial of this kind must have been a great public occasion, the consummation
of a great public effort, and an opportunity for the bereaved family to exhibit its
wealth and status. Probably the people gazed into the completed chamber paying
their last respects to the deceased and marvelling at the rich furniture displayed
there—rather like the showing of presents before a modern day wedding. We can
perhaps imagine the relatives of the dead man carefully placing the arrows in the
quiver the wrong way round to display the bright iron heads for inspection—just
as the cutlery canteen in our modern analogy will be opened to show off the bright
knives and forks inside.

This suggested explanation at least saves us having to avoid the issue by
quoting 'Ritual purposes'—even though the ritual reversal of arrows on the death
of an archer is highly feasible. Other burials of the period have also produced arrow-
heads and these presumably represent quivers or sheaves of arrows. At Leues-
tetten we find two graves of Ha 'D' date with barbed and tanged arrow-heads of
iron. Barbed and tanged types also occur at Sticna in north Yugoslavia in a set of
ten, and ten tanged arrow-heads also occur at Mussig near Selestat in Alsace. These
arrow-heads at Mussig are very similar to arrow-heads from Mont Lassois and
both are in turn very similar in form to the tanged arrow-head from Hart, a.d. Alz,
of Ha 'Ai ' date. This derivation would fit neatly into our conception of arrow-
heads in the east deriving from Mediterranean or Steppe sources, whereas
arrow-heads in the west, despite absorbing some changes through Mediterranean
trade, carry on in essentially the same tradition. Here we may profitably note the
occurrence of round quiver bases and tops at Mont Lassois and somewhat later at
Les Jogasses. Not only here do we see emphasized the continuity between Hall-
statt and La Tene in France, but the cylindrical quiver is essentially a back-
quiver, the quiver of a foot archer (the Nuraghic archers of Sardinia also have
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cylindrical quivers on their backs). At the Hohmichele we have a mounted, side-
quiver, short-bowman, while in France we appear to have an infantry, back-
quiver man, using arrow-heads of traditional western type. The Rhine division
would appear to be holding true at this later date just as it seems to in the earlier
Bronze Age.

The majority of the arrow-heads in iron that have survived to us are in an ad-
vanced state of corrosion and it is very likely that a large number of finds of these
tiny points have vanished or have been inadvertently missed during indifferent
excavation. Probably Archery was far more important in the Early Iron Age than
we would suspect from the surviving traces in the archaeological record, and it
must be a fairly strong Archery tradition that finds expression in the centuries
immediately following the Birth of Christ, in the burials of Archery equipment
such as has been encountered at Nydam.

S U M M A R Y A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

The metal arrow-heads occuring in Bronze Age contexts in Europe are broadly
divisible into three types.

(1) BARBED AND TANGED FORMS—which seem to develop directly out of the tradi-
tion of tanged stone arrow-head manufacture in the west which reaches its cul-
mination in the fine 'Breton arrow-head' forms known in Brittany and in this
country. The metal forms occur predominantly in Spain and France—west of the
Rhine. A few examples occur in Germany, either in early middle tumulus period
contexts in the Oberpfalz, whence they seem to die out quickly in favour of the
socketed type, or in the graves of the south west German Urnfield culture under
stimulus from across the Rhine.

The distribution concentrations of this type occur in France.

(a) South France—Apparently to be associated with the 'Polada' extension of
the Terremare cultures in South France during the early Bronze Age.

(b) Alsace—Apparently to be associated with the Tumulus and Urnfield
cultures of this region.

(2) SOCKETED ARROW-HEADS. The greatest concentration of this type lies in the
Oberpfalz region of Central Germany. This would appear to be the area where
the type was invented during the early /middle Tumulus period—possibly derived
from spear-head forms—which also appear in the same region, thence they spread
to the north and also east and west along the Danube. The production of these
arrow-heads seems to go on until the latest Bronze Age, notably in the Lausitz
culture of the Dresden area and in the south-west German Tumulus culture.
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(3) SPURRED ARROW-HEADS. This curious type seems (in the light of present
evidence) to have emerged in Western Europe during the Bronze 'D' and Hall-
statt 'A' periods—concentrated in Switzerland and South Germany—possibly
an invention of the south-west German Urnfield culture. Thence it would appear
to have been carried out to the east where it later emerges in Scythian types. The
lack of dateable contexts in Eastern Europe renders this hypothesis very
tentative.

In the latest Bronze Age and early Iron Age, arrow-head manufacture continues
but iron, more readily corruptible than bronze, renders our record incomplete.
In present day France two east Mediterranean arrow-head types appear at a pre-
Massaliote date, probably to be associated with east Mediterranean trade during the
eighth century B.C. and the distribution of these types within France gives us some
indication of the extent of trade-routes in France at the various phases. The
occurrence of Scythian type arrow-heads in France, studied by Kleeman, is to be
associated, it is generally felt, with Massaliote Greek-inspired trade.

The comparatively large number of arrow-heads in so-called princely graves
would seem to point to a tradition of 'aristocratic' interest in archery, thereby
enhancing its prestige. It was presumably this influential demand for the luxury
of metal tipped arrows that led to the independent invention within Europe of both
socketed and spurred types. That this demand was for hunting is indicated
both by the suggestion made here as to the purpose of the spurred arrow-head,
and by the doubtful use of the bow in the kind of in-fighting that would seem to be
typical of the Bronze Age in Europe. It is very difficult to accept Miiller-Karpe's
suggested 'weapon-combination' of sword and bow in the south-west German
burials, and one should perhaps rather view the occurrence of swords and arrows
in graves as representative of two aspects of princely life—war and hunting.
The possibility of 'Tribute arrows' (a custom prevalent among Mongol tribesmen
until recent years)—arrows placed as offerings in the master's grave by retainers—
must be considered in the light of the several different types of arrow-head found in
one grave. If we are, indeed, correct in assuming a direct association between
archery and hunting in Bronze Age Europe the so-called decline in the use of the
bow in Europe at this period may be merely an expression of the decline in the
economic importance of hunting and its emergence as an aristocratic amusement.
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CATALOGUE
By each find place and reference are to be found the Catalogue number (as on the distribution maps),
the find type (S: stray find; N: not illustrated in the original reference and generally also a stray find;
C: closed find), and the total number of arrow-heads in each find.

The Catalogue is arranged by arrow-head type. Notes to the entries appear on p. 213.
Abbreviations in the site lists: F—France, Sw—Switzerland, G—Germany, I—Italy, Sp—Spain,

A—Austria, B—Belgium, Nt—the Netherlands.

TANGED BRONZE ARROW-HEADS

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

I

2

3
4

5

S
N
S
N

N

1

8
1

1

1

Museum D'Alise, ? area, F
'Rhenish Alsace', F
'Haute-Ariege' Mus de Foix, F
Arnaville, Toulouse-Thisaucourt

(Meurthe-et-Moselle), F
Art-sur-Meurthe, Nancy,

(Meurthe-et-Moselle), F

De Mortillet 1903
Mdteriaux III, 1886, 357
Durand 1964, 361
Millotte 1965

Millotte 1965
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TANGED BRONZE ARROW-HEADS—continued

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

7
8
9

IO
II
12

13

15
16
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25

26

27
28

29

3°

31
32

33
34

35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44

45
46
47
48
49
CO

S 1
S 2
S 1

S 1
S 2
N 1

N 2
C 1
S 1
N 1
C 1
S 1
N 1
S 2
N 1

S 1
S 1
C 1

N 1

S 1
C 1

C 4
•C 7

N 4
N 1
N 1
N 1

N L
N 1

S 3
N 1
S 1
S 1
S 2
S 1

C 1
S 1

N 1
C 1
S 1
S 1
S 1
C 1

51 N

Bayssas, Viala-Du Pas-De-Jaux
(Avdyron), F

Bedaillac (Ariege), F
Campeggine, Brignolini, I
Carrefour-du-Bois de Damont

(Oise), F
Castelnau-le-Lez (Herault), F
Castione Nr. Borgo, San Domino, I
Chanteleux, Luneville (Meurthe-et-

Moselle), F
Chaux-sur-Cr6sille, F
Cortes de Navarra, Sp
Courtavant II (Marne), F
Delme (Moselle), F
figuisheim, (Haut Rhin), F
Ehl, Dans L'lll, Alsace, F
Enlene Montesquieu (Ariege), F
Estavayer, Station de Forst, Sw
Favieres, Colombray-des-Belles

(Meurthe-et-Moselle), F
Foret D'Oberbronn (Alsace), F
Fort Harrouard (E.-L.), F
Grotte du Roc-de-Buffins (Aude), F

Gugney sous Vaude Mont, Nancy
(Meurthe-et-Moselle), F

Haid D. A. Reutlingen, G
Hart A. D. Alz, A

Hennet-Geistingen, Bonn, G
Huelva, Sp

Jaillon, Toul (Meurthe-et-Moselle), F
Jean Menu (Lot), F
La Vache (Grotte), Allait, (Ariege), F
Liverdun, Toul, (Meurthe-et-

Moselle), F
Lorquin, Sarrebourg (Moselle), F
Loubiere (Grotte), Marseille

(B.-du-Rhone), F
Mantlach, Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Mantlach, Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Mas Saint-Chely, Lozere, F
Mindlisee, Constance, Sw
Moislains, Somme, F
Montoillet-Montat, Saone, F

Montp6zat, Aix-en-Provence, F
Moringen, Sw

Morville-les-Vix (Moselle), F
Muttens, Arlesheim, (Jura), F
Niaux (Ariege), F
Neiderbipp, Amt Wangen, Sw
Patay nr. Gaubert (E. et L.), F
Ponholz, Medersbach Ldkr.

Regensburg, G
Pradieres (Grotte), Ariege, F

Soutou 1962, 186-90

Durand 1964, 361
Saflund 1939, PI. 55
De Mortillet 1903

BSPF LXII, 1965, 385
Saflund 1939, PI. 55
Millotte 1965

Sandars 1957, 93
De Motes 1954
Sandars 1957, 93
Millotte 1965
Zumstein 1965, 107
Faudel and Bleicher 1885, PI. IV
Durand 1964, 361
Desor 1865, 48
Millotte 1965

Faudel and Bleicher 1885, PI. IV
Sandars 1957, 272
Materiaux 1884, fig. 163

Louis and Taffanel 1955
Sandars 1957, 88

Hedlinger 1903, 59
Gimbutas 1965, fig. m ; Muller-

Karpe 1961
Cowen 1955
Revue Archeologique 1923, 225

Ampurias II, 119
Millotte 1965
Sandars 1957, 56
Durand 1964, 361
Millotte 1965

Millotte 1965
Bull. Mus. Anth. et Prehist. de Monaco,

III, 1956, 241
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 194, 167
Torbriigge 1959, 167
Materiaux X, 1875, 363
Munro 1905, 146
L'Anthropologie, XIV, 1903, 503
Gallia Prehistoire III, i960, 206,

fig. 22, 3
Gallia Prehistoire IV, 1961, 353
Pub. de la Soc. des Ant. de Zurich

1903, 204
Millotte 1965
Millotte 1963
Durand 1964, 361
Tschumi 1950, 309
BSPF, LIV, 1957, 308
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 230, 195

Durand 1964, 361
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THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY

TANGED BRONZE ARROW-HEADS—continued

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

S3

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67
68

N
S
S
S
S
s
N
c
s
N
c
s
c
c
s

I
I

2
I
I
2

?
I
I

I
2

2

4
1
1

Dolmen des Rassassols
St Hippolyte Du Fort, (Gard), F

Rhein- probably to S. of Mainz, G

Roque St Christophe, Vezere, F
Sanpolo, Savirola, I
Sault, Vaucluse, F
'Siene et Oise' (Seine-dredging), F
Spiez, Hohensiedlung Burg, Sw
Trou de Han, Han-sur-Lesse, B
Uberauchen nr. Villingen Baden, G
Unterbuchfeld, Ldkr. Neumarkt, G
L'abris des Charbonniers, Veraza

(Aude), 7
Vic sur Seille (Moselle), F
Wangen A. D. Aare, Sw
Wollishofen, Sw
Wollmesheim Grave I, G
Wonsbach, O. O., A
Saint Romanin, Alpilles (B.-du-

Rhdne), F

B5PFLIX, 1962,522

Photo: Stadtsmuseum Mainz
Inv. No. V2360

Sandars 1957, 250
Saflund 1939, PI. 55
Matiriaux, 1888, 205
De Mortillet 1903
Tschumi 1950, 347
Marien 1964
Sandars 1957, 101
Torbrugge 1959, Cat. No. 109, 140
Cahiers Ligures de Prehist. et

d'Archaeol. XIV, 1965, 163
Millotte 1965
Tschumi 1950, fig. 228
Munro 1905, 146
Cowen 1955
Willvonseder 1937, 100
Sandars 1957, fig. 13, 56

BRONZE ARROW-HEADS OF UNKNOWN TYPES

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

69

70

71

72

N

N

N

N

1 Grotte de la Carrieie, Marseilles
(B.-du-Rh6ne), F

1 Ossuaire du Monna, Millau,
(Aveyron), F

1 Unal (Grotte), Peyre, (Aveyron), F

? Violez le Fort (Herault), F

Cahiers Ligures de Prehist. et
d'Archaeol., 1961, 256

BSPF LIV, 1957,257

Revue Arch. De Vest et cent. Est. X,
1959. "

BSPFXLV, 1948,229

BRONZE SOCKETED ARROW-HEADS

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

S
S
c
s
c
c
c
c

2 Amberg, Kleinraigering, G
1 'Amiens' (Saint-Roche), F
1 Auritz, Nr. Bautzen, G
1 Auritz, Nr. Bautzen, G
2 Bahra, Meissen, Grave 9, G
4 Beratzhaus, Parstadl, Regensberg, G
1 Bieberach, Grave 159, G
1 Brandenstein, G

Torbrugge 1959, Cat. No. 1
L'Anthropologie XIV, 1903, 503
Antiquity III, 1928, 32
Coblenz 1951, PI. 68, 14
Coblenz 1951, PI. 61, 8-10
Torbrugge 1959, Cat. No. 226, 175
Coblenz 1951, PI. 32, 1, 2, 7-14
Kaufmann 1959, PL 22, 1 & 2
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7. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

BRONZE SOCKETED ARROW-HEADS—continued

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

81
82

83

84

85
86
87
88
89
90

9i
92

93
94
95

96
97
98
99

100

101

102

103

104

105
106

107
108
109

no

III

112

"3
114

"5
116
117
118
119
120

121

122

123
124

125
126
127
128
129

130

131

C
N

N

S

c
s
N
s
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
s
c
c
s
c
c
s
N

c
c
N
c
c
s
N

c
c
c
s
c
N
s
c
c
s
c
c
c
c
c
c
s
c
c
c
N

3
2

3

1

3
3
1

1

3
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

14

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

14
2
6
2
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

3
1

1

2
1

1

2

2

1

1

Brno Kralovo, Pole, Moravia
Brunn, Mannersberg, Ldkr.

Neumarkt, G
Brunn, Mannersberg, Ldkr.

Neumarkt, G
Buhl, Kr. Nordlingen, G

Burglengenfelder, Gressburg, G
Castione Nr. Borgo san Domine, I
Chaux-sur-Cresille, Clucy, F
Cormondreche, Sw
Darshofen Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Darshofen Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Darshofen Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Darshofen Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Dobra, Kr. Grossenhain, G
Dobraca, Kragujevac, Serbia
Dresden-Friedrichstadt

Walther-strasse, G
Dresden-Goschutz, G
Egelsheim, Nagel, Ldkr. Amberg, G
Elsenfeld, Ldkr. Obernberg, G
Estavayer, (Granger Collection), Sw

Fischersdorf, Kr. Saalfeld, G
Fortsmuhler, Forst Sulzbach, G
Frauenhain, G
Galgenburg, Sleen (Drenthe), Nt

Gotzenod, Wolfsbach, G
Goyans-Vennes, Doubs, F
Greiffenberg, Kr. AngermUnde, G
Grading, 0 -0 , A
Grossdobritz, Meissen, G
Grossenhain, G
Grotte des Fees, Roguefort

(Aveyron), F
Grub, Kr. Suhl, Amt. Sandberg, G
Hausov, Boleslav, Czechoslovakia
Houstka, Nr. Brandys, Bohemia
Hradisko, u. Kromenze, Czechoslovakia
Jenkwitz, Bautzen, G
Jessen, Kr. Sorau, G
Karltein, Upper Bavaria, G
Klings, Kr. Bad Salzungen, G
Kneiting, G
Kolozsvar (Museum), Hungary
Korunka Jelenki, Czechoslovakia
Kosser, Kr. Freystadt, G
Kronstorf, 0 -0 , A
Kuhndorf, kr. Suhl, G
Labersricht, Ldkr. Neumarkt, G
Langengeisling, G
Leipnitz, Dobeln, G
Leutenbac, Tauenfeld, G
Lichterfelde, Kr. Oberbarmin, G
Lieska, Kr. Kamenz, Grave 4, G
Linz-St Peter, Grave 199, A

Gimbutas 1965, 240
Torbriigge 1959

Torbriigge 1959

Hachmann 1957, PI. 7 & 8, Germania
XXX, 1952, 174

Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 47, 119
SSflund 1939, PI. 55
Sandars 1957, 92
Coutil 1912
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 135, 154
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 127, 152
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 134, 153
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 131, 153
Coblenz 1951, PI. 63, 1-4
Inv. Arch. Y. 17 A.
Coblenz 1951, PI. 45, 1-3, 5-15

Coblenz 1951, PI. 68, 15
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 5, 107
Cowen 1955
Publicn. De La Soc. D'Antiqs. de

Zurich, XIX, Cah. 3
Kaufmann 1959, PL 17
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 262, 191
Coblenz 1951
De Laet, S. and Glasbergen, W.

1959, 125. Antiquity XXXV, 1961, 45
Torbrugge 1959, i n , No. 22
Millotte 1963
Bohm 1925, 126
Arch. Austriaca XXI, 1957, 17
Coblenz 1951, PI. 56, 7-12
Geinitz 1876, 32, PI. 7
Revue de I'Arch. de Vest et Cent.

Est. X, 1959, 11
Feustel 1958, PI. XXVIII
Arch. Roz. V, 1953, 623
Cowen 1955; Gimbutas 1965, fig. 45
Arch. Roz. VI, 1954, 166
Coblenz 1951, PI. n , 1-9
Bohm 1935, 125
Coutil 1912
Feustel 1958, PI. XXXII
Offa XV, 1956, 43, fig. 6
Hampel 1890
Stocky 1928
Prdhist. Zeitschr. I, 1909, 62-3
Willvonseder 1937, 99, PI. 46
Feustel 1958, PI. XXVII
Torbrugge 1959, Cat. No. 83, 130
Muller-Karpe 1961, PI. 13B
Coblen 1951, PI. 62; 16, 24
Torbrugge 1959, 134, Cat. No. 85
Bohm 1935, 114
Coblenz 1951, PI. 25, 1-6
Adler 1965
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THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY

BRONZE SOCKETED ARROW-HEADS—continued

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

132

133
134
135
136
137
138
139

140
141

142

143
144

145
I46
147
148
149
150

iSi
152

153

154
155
156
157

158

159

160

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

169
170
171
172

173
174
175
176
177
178

179
180

N
C
s
c
N
c
s
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
N
c
N

c
N

N

C
c
s
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
s
c
s
c
c
c
c

I

2
I

3
2

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2

5
4
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

3
1

1

9

1

2

1

1

3
1

4
1

4

1

1

5
1

1

many
1

2

4
2

Linz-St Peter, Grave 205, A
Lochovice, Czechoslovakia
Lombrives, Ussat, Ariege, F
Mantlach, Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Mantlach, Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Memmelsdorf Ldkr. Barnberg, G
Moringen, Sw
Mulilhart, Kr. Furstenfeldbroch, G

Miillendorf, Burgenland, Baierdorf, G
Nebitzschen, Kr. Oschatz, G
Niederkainer, Dresden, G
Niederrodern, Kr. Grossenhain, G
Ockstadt, G
Oggau, G
Opitz, Kr. Possneck, Felsenburg, G
Partizaske, Slovakia
Pausitz, Kr. Grossenhain, G
Peckatel, Mecklenburg, G
Plauen-Chrieschwitz, G
Rechburg/Beratzhausen, Regensberg, G
Rechburg, Parstadl, Regensburg, G
Reichertswinn, S. Wolfgang Ldkr.

Parsberg, G
Reutlingen, Grave XII, G
Sagar (Deutsch), Grossen, G
Schwarza, Kr. Suhl, G
Schwarzenthonhausen, Ldkr.

Parsberg, G
Schwarzenthonhausen, Ldkr.

Parsberg, G
Sedlec Hurka, Yugoslavia

Sidliskau, Czechoslovakia

Sinzenhof, Lkdr. Burglenfeld, G
SmoleniCe, Slovakia
Spiez, Hohensiedlung Burg, Sw
Staabforst, Kahr, G
Stolzenburg, Kr. Uckermunde, G
SvabeniEe, Moravia
Taucha-Plositz, Kr. Liepzig, G
Thann, Ldkr. Reidenburg, G

Theras, N-0, A
Thonhausen, Ldkr. Neumarkt, G
Trebivlice, Czechoslovakia
Trou de Han, Han-sur-Lesse, B
Unterwellenborn, kr. Saalfeld, G
Velem St Vid, Hungary
Vrbcany, Slovakia
Weinbohla, Kr. Heissen, G
Weitgendorf, Kr. Ost-Prignitz, G
Wollishofen, G

Wollmesheim, Grave I, G
Zdice, Slovakia

Adler 1965
Arch. Roz. IX, 1957
Ogam XVI, 1964, 361
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 194, 167
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 195, 167
Cowen 1955
De Mortillet 1903
Mitteilunger der Prdhistorische

Kommission, V, 1942
Pittioni 1954, 425
Coblenz 1951, 61, 11-13
Inv. Arch., D. 68
Grunberg 1943
Miiller-Karpe 1961, fig. 28B
Pittioni 1954, fig. 299
Kaufmann 1959
Arch. Roz. V, 1953, 344
Coblenz 1951, PI. 63, 5 and 6
Childe 1950, fig. 162
Coblenz 1951, PI. 62, 2, 3, 4 and 7
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 226, 175
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 227, 176
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 228, 176

Cowen 195 s
Bohm 1935, 127
Feustel 1958, PI. XVII
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 237, 180

Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 238, 182

Plzen Museum—Information from
from S. Piggott

Bratislava Museum—Information
from S. Piggott

Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 54, 121
Gimbutas 1965, fig. 41
Tschumi 1950, 347, fig. 2, 10
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 157, 158
Hachmann 1957, PI. 34, 31-6
Arch. Roz. IV, 1957
Coblenz 1951, PI. 58, 1-4
Photo: RGZ Museum, Inv. No. 1895,

175
Torbriigge 1959

Arch. Austriaca, i960, 39
Torbriigge 1959, Cat. No. 103, 138
Cowen, 1955
Marien 1964
Kaufmann 1959

Stocky 1928
Hachmann 1957, PI. 34
Bohm 1935, PI. 19-20
Coutil 1912

Munro 1905, 146
Cowen 1955
Arch. Roz. VII, 1955, 232

2 I O
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7. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

SPURRED ARROW-HEADS

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

1 8 1

182

183
184
185
186

187
188
189
1 9 0

1 9 1

1 9 2

193
194

195
196

197

197 A
198

199
2 0 0

2 0 1

2 0 2

2 0 3

2 0 4

2 0 5

2 0 6

2 0 7

2 0 8

2 0 9

2 1 0

2 1 1

2 1 2

2 1 3

2 1 4

2 1 5
216

2 1 7

2 1 8

2 1 9

2 2 0

2 2 1

2 2 2

2 2 3

2 2 4

2 2 5

226
2 2 7

S
S

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
c
s
c
s
s
c
c

s
s
s
c

s
c
c
s

c
c
s
s
c
s
s

c
c
s
N
N

c
s
s
s
s
c
s
c

s
I

I

3
3
7

3
2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

3
2
1

1

7
1

2
1

1

1

1

1

4
1

1
1

3
2

1
1

many
1

2
1

2

Museum D Ahse, F
Museum, Salzburg, F
Museum, Reggio, Emilia, I
Museum, Krems, Czechoslovakia
Amiens, Mus. D'Amiens, F
Aubenas Bei Alpes, Vallee du

Largues, Sw
Auvernier, Sw
Bergeres Les Vertus (Marne), F
Camp de la Tourette, (Charente), F
Corcelettes, Sw
Darshofen, Ldkr. Parsberg, G
Dolany, W. Nograd, Hungary

Elsenfeld, Ldkr. Obernberg, G
Estavayer, Sw
Fiastri, I
Gross-Miigl, A
Hart A. D. Alz, G

Hofen, G
Hostowitz (Hostovice),

Czechoslovakia
Jaillon, Toul (Meurthe-et-Moselle), F
Lac de Bienne, Sw
Langengeisling, G
Larnaud, F

Lindenschmidt, G
Locham, Ldkr. Munchen, G
Mixnitz, Graz Museum, A
Moringen, Sw

Ockstadt, G
Oggau, A
Peschier (Lac de Garde), I
Ramperupt (Aube), F
Reutlingen, G
'Rhein bei Petersen', G

'Rhein Bei Rettbergen', G

St Yrieix, Charente ['Venat'], F
Salzburg/Morzburg, Salzburg, A
Thann, Ldkr. Reidenburg, G

Trou de Han, Han-sur-Lesse, B
Unter-Eberfing, Barrow 13, G
Unter-Eberfing, Barrow 14, G
Unterhaching, Grave 42, G
Val de Travers, Sw
Vallamand, Sw
Velem St Vid, Hungary
Villevenard (Marne), F
Wels, 0 -0 , A
Wollishofen, L. Zurich, Sw
Wollmesheim, Grave I, G

Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Coutil, 1912
L'Anthropoloiie XIV, 1903 503
Coutil 1912

Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Torbrugge 1959, Cat. No. 135, 154
Hampel 1890

Coutil 1912
Cowen 1955
Coutil 1912
Saflund 1939, PI. 55
Gimbutas 1965, fig. 78
Muller-Karpe 1961, PI. 6

Gimbutas 1965, fig. I l l
Muller-Karpe 1959, PI. 202
Coutil 1912

Millotte 1965
Coutil 1912
Muller-Karpe 1961, PI. 13B
Coutil 1912

Millotte 1965
Coutil 1912
Katalog des RGZM VI, 1916, 108
Muller-Karpe 1959, PI. 124
Coutil 1912

Pub. de la Soc. des Ant. de Zurich,
XIX, 1903, Cah. 3

Muller-Karpe 1961, 28B
Pittioni 1954, fig. 299
Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Cowen 1965
Photo: Stadtmuseum Mainz,

Inv. No. V 2362
Photo: Stadtmuseum Mainz,

Inv. No. 2357
Inv. Arch. F. 6
Pittioni 1954, fig. 315
Torbrugge 1959, Photo: RGZ Mainz,

Inv. No. 1895, 175
Marien 1964
Naue 1894
Naue, 1894
Muller-Karpe 1959, PI. 18B
Coutil 1912
Coutil 1912
Von Miske 1908, 19
Coutil 1912
Pittioni 1954, 465
Munro 1905, 146
Cowen 1955

2 1 1
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STOP RIDGE AND BOURGET TYPE ARROW-HEADS

Cat. No. Find Total Site Reference

228

229

230

231
232

233
234

235
236

237

S
S
C
c
s
s
s
c

238

239
240

241

242

243

244
245

246
247
248
249
250

252

253

254
255

257
258

260
261
262

263

264

265

N

N
N

S

N

S

N
S

S
N
S
N
S

N

S

S

s
N

N
N

S
s
s
c
s
s

1 Museum de la Cathedrale a
St Pons, F

1 Boussecos, Nr Bize (Aude), F

1 Buzignargues (Herault), F
1 Calvados (Nr Bernieres d'Auly), F
1 Camallera (Gerona), Sp
1 Cayla de Mailhac, F
1 Java, Narbonne, F

1 Las Fados, P£pieux, (Aude), F
2 La Vache, Alliat, (Ariege), F
1 Le Moulin (Mailhac), F

L Montpezat (Grotte) Gorge du Verdon,
Roquefort (B-A), F

1 Roque de la Corbieres (Aude), F
1 Auvernier, Sw

1 Bayssas, Viala du Pas de Jaux
(Aveyron), F

1 Bienne, Sw

1 Brodio, Lake Viverone, I

1 Camp de Chassey (S. et L.), F
1 Corneboeuf 2, Viala du Pas de Jaux,

(Aveyron), F
1 ficury-le-Repos (Marne), F
1 Fort Harrouard (Eure et Loire), F

many Gresine, Lac du Bourget, F
1 Gugney (Meurthe et Moselle), F

many Lac du Bourget, F

1 Lago de Viverone (Nr. Udine), I

1 Lameau de Luc, Campestre et Luc
(Gard), F

5 Larnaud, Jura, F

5 Les Jogasses, Champagne, F
1 Le Tuteil (Grotte) Montsegur

(Ariege), F
? Mont Lassois, F
1 Pic de Ransas, F

1 Raussas, Laval du Taen (Lozere), F
1 Saint-Blaise, F
1 Saint Pierre en Chastres (Oise), F

4 Tumulus de Jouc, Pegayrolles
(Aveyron), F

1 Tumulus des Ravins des Aros.
N.D. de Londres (Herault), F

2 Wittnauer Horn, Sw
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7. Roger J. Mercer, METAL ARROW-HEADS: EUROPEAN BRONZE & EARLY IRON AGES

BRITISH (NON FLINT) BRONZE AGE ARROW-HEADS

Cat. No. Find Total

266
267
268
269

270

28

37-8
46
59
66
84

126
129

I3S-6
144-5
168
169
172

Site

N ? Alderney Tumulus 14
C 1 Penard, Gower, Glamorgan
S 3 'Thames, near London' BONE

Reference

Kendrick 1928, 242
Grimes 1939
Cat. Coll. Guildhall Mus. 1908

S i Water Dean Bottom, Enford, Wilts. Ant. J. VI, 1926, 182

N 1 'Ireland'
Cat. Devizes Mus II, 1934, 70

Wilde 1861

Notes to the Catalogue

with 2 spurred arrow-heads;
with socketed arrow-heads;
cf. Penard, Gower (no. 276);
with other types;
with spurred types;
hoard;
with spurred types;
with 1 flint arrow-head;
with tanged types;
with spurred types;
with spurred types;
with 1 flint arrow-head;
with other types;

177
178
179
180
191

193
197
199
2 0 1

2 0 2

217
226-7

253

with flint arrow-heads
with other types
with barb and tanged types;
arrow-head in skull;
with 3 socketed types;
with socketed types;
with tanged type;
with tanged types;
with socketed type;
with other types including Bourget type;
with other types;
with other types;
hoard.
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